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True Confessions

I

t’s time for us to fess up. This issue
of Alive, just like all the other ones, is
contrived to encourage you to visit the
North Carolina Zoo. We confess. We want
you here. We want you outside, enjoying
the day and, even more, we want you
here to see what the Zoo has accomplished because of your support.
Not only have you helped build a
remarkable learning destination for yourself and your family, you have also helped
create a place where other families and
schoolchildren and grandparents and
cousins and aunts and uncles from all over
can gather to enjoy each other’s company
in the company of animals. You helped
mix the mortar that holds this Zoo
together, and we want you to see, in the
pages of this magazine, some of the
remarkable things you have accomplished.
We want you to know, too, that your
donations and memberships go beyond
making a remarkable Zoo. Your support is
also making a better world. Under the
leadership of the Zoo’s Curator of
Research and Conservation, Rich Bergl,
donor support allows the Zoo to invest its
staff’s talents in projects that protect
animals and plants and people living in
remote corners of the world, as well as in
North Carolina.
The lead article in this issue takes you
to some of the places where the Zoo,
because of donors just like you, is work-

ing to save disappearing species. We want
you to read about the variety of ways that
the Zoo works to protect wild elephants,
gorillas and polar bears, sunflowers and
so much more. We want you to read, too,
about the ways that staff stretches the
impact of your gifts to ensure that these
funds do more than conserve wildlife.
Your gifts help animals and their human
neighbors by providing professional training, anti-poaching equipment, classroom
materials and similar support to programs
that promote sustainable development and
reduce human-animal conflicts.
In the pages of this magazine, we hope
that you will find reasons to visit the Zoo,
reasons to help wildlife, and even reasons
to join us as we lead trips to exotic places
around the world. And, we hope that you
will also see how grateful we are for what
you have helped build here in North
Carolina.
Thank you.
Jayne Owen Parker, Ph.D., Editor

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on
Christmas Day. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Winter hours begin November 1 and extend from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Standard admission prices are $12 for adults, $10 for
seniors and $8 for children. Zoo Society members and registered
North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free
parking, free tram and shuttle service, picnic areas, visitor rest
areas, food service and gift shops.

Please recycle your ALIVE magazine. To locate the
closest magazine recycling area in your city, call “Solid
Waste Management” or “Recycling” under the City or
County listings of your phone book.

For information, call 1-800-488-0444.
The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The NC Zoo Society is the non-profit organization
that supports the North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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The North Carolina Zoo:

Saving Species from Extinction
By Rich Bergl, Ph. D., Curator of Research and Conservation

W

ildlife conservation is a core mission of all modern
zoos—though different zoos undertake conservation
in different ways. Most zoos, including the North
Carolina Zoo, emphasize conservation in their education
programs in order to help the public understand the threats
affecting wildlife and the actions that can help ameliorate
these threats. Increasingly, too, zoos are embracing green
management practices so that they can minimize their ecological footprints through conservation and waste reduction.
Some zoos take their conservation commitments even
further by going into the field and working to save animals
living in the wild.
Driven in part by the world-wide extinction crisis, this
boots-on-the-ground approach engages zoo professionals in
hands-on work that is saving some of the world’s most
beloved animals. Often, these animals belong to species that
may vanish from zoos and from the wild unless people act
decisively and quickly to protect habitats and wildlife.
Consider, for example, the state of many of Earth’s most
vulnerable and admired species:

 African Elephants. In the 1930s, their population
numbers topped 10 million, but by 1990, this number had
plunged by 94 percent. If current poaching rates continue,
this species may be gone in 15 years. (1)

 Gorillas. Some wild populations have declined by 90
percent in the last ten years. Without interventions, this
species may go extinct in our lifetime.

 African Lions. Over the last 10 years, their wild
populations have declined by 80 percent. At the current rate,
this species may fall to extinction within 20 years.
 Rhinoceros. All five rhinoceros species have seen
massive population declines over the last few decades. Two
of these rhino species have world populations that now number fewer than 300. Poaching for rhino horn is a primary
cause for these declines. The market for this progressively
rarer animal part has lifted the price of rhinoceros horn
higher than the price of gold.
 Tigers. Only 3,000 tigers survive in the wild. Poaching
and habitat destruction have pushed tiger numbers so low
that more tigers now live in captivity than in the wild. If
current trends continue, the world’s largest cat could be
extinct within 10 years.
2 | ALIVE
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The North Carolina Zoo began its Field

Conservation Canines (3)

Conservation Programs about 10 years ago in response to
these and other related threats to wildlife. When planning its
first conservation programs, the Zoo decided to focus its
attention on animals and habitats with a clear connection to
the species exhibited at the Zoo. By focusing on animals that
they already knew and understood, Zoo researchers felt they
would be better prepared to contribute to and help manage
field conservation programs.
Zoo staff members also decided that they would be active
participants in these conservation projects. Consequently,
Zoo staff always has a presence, on the ground, in the field
conservation programs that it undertakes. In some cases, Zoo
staff takes the lead in the field, and in other cases, Zoo staff
assists conservation experts from other zoos or wildlife
organizations.
This intense involvement in the field creates a mutually
benefical learning environment for our staff and for the other
scientists working in the field. The experiences also provide
our staff with authentic and practical information to share
with other Zoo staff members and with the visiting public.

In Cameroon, the Zoo initiated the first test use of a trained
detection dog to sniff out biological samples (poop!) in an
African rainforest. This test, which sent a dog searching for
gorilla scat, showed its nose to be significantly superior to
human vision when it came to detecting traces of endangered
wildlife. The dog’s superior performance enabled scientists
to complete a more accurate census of the remaining gorilla
population—helping researchers count animals that they
could not see and, through genetic testing, allowed
researchers to determine the sex and family relationships of
these unseen animals. These data will add significantly to the
success of future conservation work.

The Work We Do.
Africa’s Most Endangered Ape (2)
The Zoo has established a presence in the West African
countries of Nigeria and Cameroon to help protect the most
endangered of the African apes—the Cross River Gorilla.
This outreach program involves an intense partnership with
local park rangers that the Zoo has trained and equipped to
monitor wildlife and intervene against poachers. Already,
this initiative has helped the rangers remove thousands of
snares and destroy dozens of hunting camps inside this rare
Gorilla’s habitat.

Tracking Elephants from Space (4)
Chief Veterinarian Dr. Mike Loomis leads one of the Zoo’s
longest running conservation projects. For more than 10
years, Dr. Loomis has been placing satellite tracking collars
on wild elephants inside Cameroon. The data collected from
these animals have helped government officials draw useful
boundaries for establishing new national parks and have
been used to prevent conflicts between elephants and people.

Making Movies for Conservation (5)
The Zoo is calling on the entertainment industry to help
promote a conservation ethic in Africa. The Zoo has helped
create a series of films about the lives of chimpanzees and
gorillas. The films, which were made in Uganda, relied on
local actors who tell their stories in native African languages.
The story lines promote empathy and respect for gorillas and
chimpanzees. With the films finished, the Zoo has undertaken an outreach effort to put the stories in front of as many
as 70,000 Ugandans. Later, the goal will be to promote and
distribute the films across the rest of the African continent.
Summer 2013 | 3
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Endangered Birds of the South Pacific (6)
In partnership with several other zoos, the North Carolina
Zoo is working to save several bird species from extinction
on the Mariana Islands in the South Pacific. These species
are under threat from the Brown Tree Snake—a non-native
snake that was accidently introduced to the islands.
The Zoo contributes to this conservation effort by helping
local officials capture birds living on islands that have been
invaded by the snake and relocating the birds to islands free
of the Brown Tree Snake.

Helping Rangers Stop Poaching (7)
An influx of well-armed poachers has put elephants, lions
and other animals at risk in Nigeria’s Yankari Game Reserve.
In an effort to protect this important savanna habitat, the Zoo
has trained and equipped more than 100 rangers who are
now actively patrolling the area.

7
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The Next Generation of Gorilla
Conservationists (8)
To help ensure that an unbroken line of career conservationists remains ready to protect gorillas, the Zoo teaches workshops specifically for early-career researchers working in
gorilla range countries. Over 100 African conservationists
have attended these workshops, which provide an opportunity to share research and learn about the latest advances in
gorilla conservation.
4 | ALIVE
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A New Approach to Conservation Law
Enforcement (9)
In partnership with some of the world’s largest conservation
organizations, the N.C. Zoo has developed a new tool for
guiding conservation law enforcement. SMART (Spatial
Monitoring and Reporting Tool) is a software package that
allows national parks and other protected areas to be more
strategic in their conservation work, allowing them to better
plan, evaluate and implement their activities.

Saving Plants as Well as Animals (10)
Uganda’s plant community has one of the highest levels of
biodiversity seen anywhere in the world. Because animal
conservation is inextricably linked to the conservation of
plants, the Zoo is working closely with Ugandan botanists to
establish and maintain a functioning botanical garden in
western Uganda. The Tooro Botanical Garden is set to

8

become a repository for endangered plants and an effective
center for teaching Ugandans how to conserve their country’s
plant life.

Helping Continue Dian Fossey’s Legacy (11)
In a new partnership, the Zoo has begun working in Rwanda
to help field researchers working with the Dian Fossey
Gorilla Fund International. Currently, the Zoo is helping the
Fossey staff incorporate field computers into its data collec-

tion programs. The computers, which have proved highly
successful in Nigeria and Cameroon, will improve the accuracy of gorilla census data and will improve the accuracy
and efficiency of anti-poaching patrols.

Education to Preserve Forests and Wildlife
(12) The N.C. Zoo has a long term project based near

Uganda’s Kibale National Park. Called “UNITE for the
Environment,” the project helps to educate rural school
children about the importance of conservation. UNITE
already reaches more than 3,000 children who, when they
grow up, will be making decisions that impact one of
Africa’s most important national parks.

9

plant communities, along with wildlife habitat. We also
have extensive involvement with the recovery of endangered plants in the state like the Schweinitz’s sunflower.

Through these and other initiatives, the North
Carolina Zoo is helping to prevent the extinction of endangered species around the world.
These programs successfully save the lives of individual
animals and protect their habitats as well. The programs
also help native people participate more fully and skillfully
in the protection of their natural resources. But, these programs do not succeed solely on the skill and dedication of
the Zoo staff.

13
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Studying Salamanders in North Carolina
(13) For many years, the Zoo has assumed a leadership

role in researching and conserving North America’s largest
salamander, the Hellbender.
An amphibian found in some Ozark and Appalachian
mountain streams, the Hellbender faces threats brought on
by real estate development and pollution. This year, the Zoo
began a study to use DNA gathered from river water samples to better document the distribution of Hellbenders in
our state.

Preserving Land at Home (14)
In central North Carolina, the Zoo owns and manages
almost 2,000 acres of natural lands for conservation, education and recreation. These areas protect rare and unusual

11
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14

These programs
depend, as well, on the
support that the Zoo
receives from the State of
North Carolina and on the
gifts that the Zoo Society
receives from private
individuals, foundations
and other outside funders.
Every Zoo visitor who buys a conservation button in a gift
shop or attends a Backstage Pass program and every
Society member who writes a check to support wildlife
conservation is a partner in the success of these campaigns.
It is the work that we accomplish together that allows the
Zoo and its partners to save and protect so many animals.
Summer 2013 | 5
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Are Birds Birds, or Are They Dinosaurs?
            

                        

When was the last time
you fed a dinosaur?


If you answered “never,” you might
need to reconsider. According to some
scientists, dinosaurs are not as extinct
as you think.
The last time you tossed a pigeon some popcorn or funneled
sunflower kernels into a feeder, you may have entered a
dinosaur food chain. Or, that is the prevailing theory among a
growing body of paleontologists who fancy birds as the surviving
relics of a special group of the dinosaurs.

issue was noted biologist Thomas Huxley. An expert in bird
anatomy as well as dinosaurs, he identified several dinosaur
species that, according to his accounting, were more similar to
modern birds than to modern reptiles. These similarities did not
go unnoticed by other scientists, many of whom uncovered
dinosaur fossils so bird-like that they cried out for avian names:
Struthiomimus (a.k.a. “ostrich mimic”), Pelecanimimus (a.k.a.
“pelican mimic”), and Psittacosaurus (a.k.a. “parrot like”). These
dinosaurs appeared so bird-like that scientists gathered them
into a group that was christened “ornithomimosaurs”—or the
“bird-like dinosaurs.” These dinosaurs were mostly bipedal
(walked on two feet) and propelled themselves on the hallmark,
long, slender legs typical of rapid runners.

Advancing Birds as Dinosaurs

Further support for the link between birds and dinosaurs
emerged in 1860, when a fossilized feather was uncovered in
The Mystery is in their History
what is now southern Germany. Found in sediments dated to the
Jurassic—when dinosaurs ruled the Earth—the feather provided
In the mid 1800s, Sir Richard Owen, a brilliant anatomist and
the first evidence that birds and dinosaurs lived concurrently. A
museum curator, first coined the name “dinosaur” to explain the
year later, the same sediments spit out another spectacular foskind of animals responsible for a growing number of fossils that
sil—this one showed fossilized feathers connected to a nearly
clearly once belonged to a group of long extinct and very large
complete skeleton of a reptile-like creature.
reptiles.
Touted as a possible missing link between the reptile and
With only a few fossils to consider—and without the benefit of
avian groups, the fossil was called “Archaeopteryx” and became
input from modern genetics, geology, paleontology and such—
recognized as the earliest known bird. Of
Sir Richard and his contemporaries

course, not every scientist of the day
assumed that these dinosaurs, like modern
accepted Archaeopteryx as a true bird.
reptiles, were lumbering and slow witted.
These dissenters suggested that
These early thoughts changed over the
Archaeopteryx’s birdlike features arose
years, of course, as the advent of CT
from convergent evolution, not from a
scans, electron microscopes and their ilk
shared ancestry with birds. In other words,
revealed fossil details that contradicted
these contrarians hypothesized that birds
those initial impressions. These details
and dinosaurs evolved similar features
sparked radically different ideas about
independently—in much the same way
dinosaurs and their behaviors and opened
that unrelated bats and butterflies indeand re-opened strings of questions about
pendently evolved sets of wings.
dinosaur anatomy and actions.
While the arguments for and against the
One of the most persistent of these
dinosaur-bird connection rose and fell
queries argued about where to position
over the years, they took a new turn when
dinosaurs on the Tree of Life. Do they sit
a well-known professor at Yale, John H.
squarely on the branch reserved for repOstrom, stepped into the fray in the
tiles or is there a fork that sends a few of
1970s. He conducted a meticulous series
the dinosaurs out on a limb restricted to
of studies that confirmed, to his satisfacbirds? For more than 100 years, now, zooltion, that Archaeopteryx should be considogists, and later, paleontologists, have
ered both a bird (the oldest example
squabbled over this question.
known) and a dinosaur.
One of the first zoologists to raise the

Archaeopteryx
fossil feather
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As a dinosaur, Archaeopteryx was placed with the
coelurosaurs—the branch of the Theropod group that also gave
rise to Tyrannosaurus rex. As a bird, Archaeopteryx was placed
at the fork where the coelurosaurs sent up a shoot that radiated
into modern birds. Despite his detailed work, Ostrom persuaded
some, but not all, paleontologists to sequester birds inside the
class of Dinosauria.
Within 10 years, new research strengthened Ostrom’s position, identifying 100 characteristics that Archaeopteryx the bird
shared with the coelurosaurian dinosaurs. This list sent more
and more biologists into the camp that considered birds to be
living descendants of coelurosurian dinosaurs.
Over the last couple of decades, the arguments for grouping
birds with dinosaurs have only strengthened, gaining support
with even more discoveries of fossils that share features with
birds and with dinosaurs. These fossils outline a march from
reptile to bird that has convinced most paleontologists that birds
descended from dinosaurs. But, this conviction has not completely resolved the question of whether birds should be considered feathered dinosaurs, or alternatively, if feathered dinosaurs
should be considered birds.

Are all Dinosaurs the Ancestors of Birds?
No. Paleontologists do not put the entire dinosaur group at the
head of the ancestral line of birds. Only a small subset of the
Theropod dinosaurs qualify as the founding fathers and mothers
of modern birds.
That subgroup, the maniraptors or “hand-snatcher” dinosaurs,
hold their claim as the avian founder stock because of a specialized bone in their wrists. Except for birds, maniraptors are the

only animals that possess this bone, the “semilunate carpal.”
While hardly a household word, the semilunate carpal is seminal to bird flight. This bone gives birds’ wrists enough flexibility to
flap their wings in flight and to fold their wings away after the
flight is through.
While all maniraptors had semilunate carpals, not all of them
flew. The flightless dinosaurs probably used the bone for a different purpose. The carpal enabled these dinosaurs to protect the
feathers on their wings. The bone provided the flexibility needed
to tuck the feathers away when the dinosaur moved about.
Of course, maniraptors share other anatomical features with
modern birds, too, including special adaptations that affect their
breastbones, collar bones and pelvises. A bone-by-bone examination of these features points to the conclusion that dinosaurs
and birds share more specialized anatomical features with each
other than dinosaurs share with other modern reptiles, including
turtles, crocodiles, lizards and snakes.

The Modern Dinosaur
Bird watching or watching dinosaurs? Who knows or who knew!
But, chances are, birds, be they dinosaurs or not, carry tales of
dinosaurs with them all the time.
The stories of dinosaurs’ lives and limbs likely live on in that
high-stepping, drop-ankle run so typical of coursing birds as well
as in that forward bob of their heads. Very likely, the leaps and
flutters of fledgling nestlings carry stories about the dawn of
flight in dinosaurs.
So sit back, relax and do some birdwatching. It is a nice way
to spend some time in the company of dinosaurs.
JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SAFARI

Update Your Passports!
Brazil & The Pantanal
A Platinum Level tour led by Zoo Director David Jones
August 15 to 26, 2013
This adventure includes an in-depth tour of the
Pantanal—the largest continuous wetland on Earth, a
World Heritage Site and Biosphere Reserve and South
America’s most extraordinary wildlife sanctuary.
Inside this ecological paradise, travelers will
encounter the Amazon Forest, the Caatinga, the
Brazilian Savannah, the Atlantic Rainforest and the
Paraguayan Chaco. The wildlife and the vegetation are
simply spectacular. Jaguar, Tapir and Sloths are
among the anticipated wildlife sightings.

Optional extensions to Iguassu
Falls and Rio De Janeiro are
available.
Basic Land Package, based on
double occupancy, is $8,995 per
person. Estimated international
air travel, including taxes and
fees: $2,300. Organized by
Classic Escapes.

Botswana’s Water Wilderness
November 6 to 16, 2014
Led by Dr. Mike Loomis, Chief
Veterinarian, this tour is a joint adventure with the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. Begin your tour in
Johannesburg, then travel to Maun,
Okavango Delta and Linyanti Reserve in
Botswana. An optional pre-extension
trip to Cape Town, South Africa and an
optional post-extension trip to
Livingston & Victoria Falls, Zambia.
Basic Land package in Africa is $6,895.
Estimated air travel $2,100
8 | ALIVE

The Nature of Israel
A Wildlife and Cultural Experience
March 17 to 26, 2014
Specialist Guide Amir Orly will accompany this
tour. With more than 30 years of tourism experience, a Master’s degree in Biblical Studies and
deep insight into his homeland’s complex past,
Amir Orly is the ideal guide to Israel’s many
treasures. The tour includes excursions to Jaffa, Tel Aviv, Caesarea, Haifa
and, of course, Jerusalem. Along with visits to Israel’s cultural and religious
icons, this tour will explore the country’s spectacular natural heritage,
visiting Tel Dan Nature Reserve, Beit Ussishkin, Hula Nature Reserve and
Agmon. The Dead Sea, Einot Tzukim Nature Reserve and Ein Gedi National
Park are also included, along with a
visit to Masada. An optional post
extension to Jordan is also available.
Basic Land Package, based on double
occupancy, $3,995 per person.
Estimated international air travel,
including taxes and fees, $2,000 per
person. This trip was organized by
Classic Escapes.

Other Trips we are Planning for 2014
Leaving January 26: Cuba

Later in the Year:

The country and the countryside

A trip through northern
India to see the Taj
Mahal, Tigers and more.
A Platinum level tour
through southern India

And in

2015

January — A voyage to the
bottom of the Earth —

Antarctica!

Leaving February 28: Tanzania
Visit the Serengeti and more

Leaving July 18: An Amazon Voyage

Visit the NC Zoo Society’s Web site, nczoo.com, to learn more about these trips and
to review the other travel options the Zoo Society is offering in 2013. Or, give us a
call to speak to someone about any of our travel expeditions. PHOTOS FOR TRAVEL: BIGSTOCK.COM
Summer 2013 | 9

ARTFUL
ADDITIONS
TO THE ZOO

CROSSING THE NORTH AMERICA BRIDGE,
visitors will see the North Carolina Zoo’s most recent art
acquisition—Murmuration, a kinetic sculpture by Mike Roig
of Carrboro. Inspired by the movements of flocking starlings,
the sculpture sets avian elements swirling overhead, topping
out at 23 feet. Mr. Roig said, “I’ve been looking for a way
to mimic the seemingly random dance of those big flocks.”
He ultimately choreographed that dance with steel starlings
shaped to capture and whirl in the wind.
At the entrance of kidZone is another new installation,
Ready or Not, by Patrick Dougherty, an internationally
reknowned environmental artist from Chapel Hill. Mr.
Dougherty worked through the winter with volunteers to harvest local maple saplings that were bent, wrapped and
woven into sinuous shapes that invite exploration.
Adjacent to the Grizzly exhibit is Bear and Shaman, a
two-piece bronze sculpture by Jonathan Kingdon.
Symbolizing the uneasy juxtaposition of wilderness and
people, the bear represents America’s vast spaces, and the

PATRICK DOUGHERTY’S READY OR NOT
shaman alludes to humanity. The surprise and perplexity on their
faces hints at the uncertainties facing man and beast, nature and
civilization, as they try to adapt to each other.
Another fun art installation sprinkles poetry selections around
the Zoo. The stanzas were chosen to exalt nature’s beauty and
fragility. Installed as The Poetry of Conservation, the verses pop
up unexpectedly around the Park and are intended to inspire
reflection and promote an appreciation of the natural world.
DIANE VILLA, GRAPHICS SUPERVISOR

JONATHAN KINGDON’S BEAR AND SHAMAN

GIFT OF THE FAMILY OF
STEPHEN A. WAINWRIGHT
IN MEMORY OF
RUTH PALMER WAINWRIGHT

10 |

MIKE ROIG’S MURMURATION

DONATED BY
BOB AND BONNIE MEEKER
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NEW ZOO MESSAGE:

:.Take a Hike!.:

With gifts from RTI and the Modern Woodmen of
America, the Zoo has opened a hiking trail up
“Purgatory Mountain,”—one of the monadnocks
just outside the North American entrance to the
Zoo. The 2-mile trail wanders up the monadnock,
passing through several biologically important
natural vegetation communities.
The trails are open daily from 6:30 a.m. to 7p.m.
and are free to anyone who wants to hike up the
mini-mountain. Signs posted alongside the trail
provide insight to the animal and plant communities that live on this 2,200 acre reserve. Purgatory
Mountain, though not a mountain, rises to an altitude of nearly 1,000 feet, and is the highest point
on the Zoo site.
The rules of the trail are simple. Stay on the trail
while you walk. Do not disturb any of the plants
or animals that you encounter. No litter, alcohol,
weapons, fires, horses, vehicles or camping is
allowed. But, you can bring your pooch, as long as
you keep your friend on a leash. If you bring your
dog, though, do not plan to visit inside the Zoo.
Dogs—except for service dogs—cannot go into
the Zoo proper, and the Zoo does not provide
boarding for dogs anywhere on the site.
Just as a caution, remember that the Zoo’s
Rangers do not patrol the hiking trail or respond to
lost parties. (Another good reason to stay on the
trail!) So, if you wander off and get lost, dial 911
to get help.

Thank yous go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000
or more to the Society, December 27, 2012 through March 1, 2013
Archdale Oil Company
Jonathan Wilfong & Wendy Baker
Mr. & Mrs. J. M. Boozer
Edward B. Bost
Brooks Pierce McLendon Humphrey
& Leonard, L.L.P
Mr. C. R. Bruning
Ron & Cathy Butler
Fred & Jeanette Byerly
Camp Mundo Vista
CARQUEST Auto Parts
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo
Emily & Rodney Coble
Cross Road Retirement Community
George & Helen Davis
Dr. Jan Dye
Elastic Therapy, Inc.
Genie Frick
Mr. John Gale & Ms. Anne
Hardcastle
William & Vonna Graves
Mrs. Joan M. Gulledge
Gil & Dana Hartis
Ms. Margaret J. Holding
Marv & Burke Jensen
Larry & Frieda Jessup
Mr. Earl Johnson Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. David G. Johnston
Mrs. Linda M. Jones
Lisa Kirby
Mrs. Cynthia H. Little

Mr. & Mrs. W. E. Love, Jr.
Lowe's Home Center of Asheboro
Dr. & Mrs. John A. Lusk
The Estate of Addison (Dr.) G.
Mangum, M.D.
McDowell Lumber Co.
Mid State Toyota of Asheboro
Myra Neal Morrison
Nash County Convention Visitor
Bureau
Oliver Rubber Company
Prysmian Group
Randolph Bank & Trust Co.
Randolph Hospital Community
Health Foundation
Jim & Sally Rayburn
Jeremy & Abby Reaves
RTI International
John & Ginger Sall
Robert A. Sebrosky
Southern Crane
State Employees Combined
Campaign
John H. E. Stelling & Victoria Herring
TM Engineering, Inc.
Leonard & Joyce B. Tufts
Laurel A. Walsh
Lee & Rebekah Westover
Russ Williams & Ann Lynch
Robert & Jean Winfrey
World Wide Fund for Nature

Polar Bear Update

VALERIE ABBOTT

Guess who will be back this summer
for a splash around the pool!

12 | ALIVE

If you don’t recognize this stranger, it is just because he has been gone
for awhile.
We invite you to visit soon to get reacquainted with our beloved Aquila.
He should be back on exhibit before the end of May. Staff decided to bring
Aquila home early—before the new additions to the Polar Bear complex are
completed—because the upgrades to his living quarters and the pool are
finished and because we all missed him so much.
Aquila will have the whole exhibit pool and barn to himself until the other
renovations are completed and the Zoo reopens the Polar Bear complex in
2014. Because Polar Bears tend to lead rather solitary lives, Aquila will be
quite content to be alone until the rest of the complex opens.

There’s a touch of magic in the air...
whenever people and polar bears (or elephants or chimpanzees) come face to face
inside a remarkable zoo. These meetings draw people together, warming
their hearts and restoring their sense of wonder. There’s just not an App
that can take the place of a real-life encounter with a real, live animal.
Your Zoo, the North Carolina Zoo, conjures up these magical meetings
inside forests, prairies and a desert that teem with lions, bears, giraffes,
gorillas, birds, zebras and more. Every twist in a path holds out the
promise of another surprise meeting with animals, with art
or with nature.
This summer, as nature comes into full bloom, we hope that you will help us
protect the magic waiting for you, your family and your friends inside the N.C.
Zoo. Your donation to the NC Zoo Society’s Annual Fund will ensure that the
Zoo remains a place where laughter and love can continue to stroll in the
company of wildlife and nature.

Your gift will help the Zoo
 Acquire, feed and enrich the lives of its 1,100 animals;
 Provide its animals with state-of-the-art veterinary care;
 Keep its gardens growing;
 Protect wildlife around the world;
 Connect students with animals, nature and learning;
 Tend to the needs of 750,000 annual visitors; and
 Maintain and sustain its land.
This summer, renew your commitment to family
and to nature by supporting the North
Carolina Zoo. With your help the
Zoo will keep its magic and
continue to enchant and
delight children, families,
friends and neighbors.

What You Never Knew About Running a Zoo
SURE, SURE, you know about running a zoo. You visit
zoos and you’ve had pets, so you know the basics, but
have you ever really thought about what goes on behind
the scenes to keep things running at a zoo?

TAKE FOOD—
JUST THE BASICS
Everybody’s got to eat! But, not everybody likes the same
grub, so a zoo pantry needs room for diets galore—meat
for carnivores, fish for piscivores, fruits for frugivores, and
so on. And, animals, being animals, may exhibit some
eccentric gustatory tastes. Once, two Polar Bears arrived
preferring grapes and lettuce to meat! It took keepers
months of patient training to steer the bears back to a
normal carnivore palate.
While such extreme dietary deviations are rare, individual preferences are not, so zoo kitchens constantly adjust
their menus to meet nutritional needs that change as seasons and life cycles make their rounds. Take alligators, for

DELIVERING THE GOODS
With more than 1,000 animals to feed, the Zoo’s commissary staff keeps on chopping. These keepers of the Zoo
kitchen have to mix, pack up and deliver nutritious meals
to nearly every Zoo animal* on every day of the year. And,
to deliver these meals on time, commissary keepers need
to keep the Zoo’s refrigerators, grain bins and pantry
shelves packed with tons and tons of food.
Preparing the food is not for the weak of heart, either.
Every week, the Zoo’s sous chefs weigh and chop 525
pounds of carrots and sweet potatoes—just to please the
elephant herd! Staff also scoops up and dishes out 30,000
mealworms and 22,000 crickets a week, and spills a full
18 pounds of cows' blood, treated with anti-coagulates,
into hummingbird feeders for the Vampire Bats.
Over the course of 12 months, 87 tons of kibbles, bits,
biscuits and the like land in the stomachs of everything
from antelopes to zebras and some 9.5 tons of frozen fish
(no chips) finds its way into the bellies of the Zoo’s birds,
bears, otters and such. Meanwhile, giraffes, pachyderms,
zebras, bison, elk and other hoof stock scarf down more
than 193 tons of timothy hay and 20 tons of alfalfa hay.
CRAZY FOOD STUFF
Besides supplying such run-of-the-mill animal food, the
Zoo commissary stocks a slew of exotic ingredients, too.
These spices, sweets and meats fill the odd nutritional
niche and knock the bitter out of icky medications.
Among the stranger food items are juicy earthworms,
itty-bitty fruit flies and canned sardines. Other treats that
set lips smacking include yogurt, tuna in water, peanut butter, applesauce, Jell-O, Ensure, honey (yep, bears do love
it!), oatmeal, fresh eggs and plain old sugar to make syrup
to please the honeybees.

example. Their fondness for fish and other flesh vanishes
in the cold. In winter, an alligator fasts—eschewing food
until its body warms up enough to digest a meal.
Mammals trend the other way. A lion, in winter, feasts so
that it can rev up its metabolism to stay warm.
Life cycles spin things around, too. Pregnant and nursing
females can scarf up calorie loads that would plump a
mate into obesity. Babies and youngsters need extra calories to grow up. Aging animals need to cut their calories to
keep from growing out.
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GROCERY BILLS
Pile all this food together and the Zoo runs up a food tab
of about $450,000 a year. The total stuffs Zoo grocery
bags with about 26,400 pounds of fruits and vegetables,
176,000 pounds of grain, 4-tons of meat, 19,000 pounds
of fish, more than a million crickets, more than a million
mealworms and a side order of a few thousand wax
worms and super-worms.
* Not every animal eats every day. Alligators eat only when
air temperatures are high enough to let them digest their
food. Reptiles, winter or summer, digest their food slowly,
and eat on weekly, not daily schedules.

MEETING THE MEDICAL
If you know pets, you know about veterinary care. But,
taming a lion’s indigestion or diagnosing a sluggish turtle
requires a complex set of skills and talents, especially,
since a good portion of zoo patients come equipped with
talons, fangs or claws and know how to use them. In zoo
animal medicine, one eye looks to keep the patient alive;
the other eye focuses on keeping the veterinarian breathing, too! Training provides the core to this survival, and
touches the animals as well as their physicians.
Training does wonders for the patients. It often replaces
darts, and the stress they trigger, with trust and cooperation. A well-trained keeper, with sufficient time and support, can teach a Grizzly to rise up and open wide for an
old-fashioned toothbrushing or can coax a Silverback to
raise his arms and say “ah” for an echocardiogram.
Training sessions like these build such a level of trust
between keepers and beasts that routine medical procedures become, well, routine. With a hand-signal and some
tasty treats, keepers at the N.C. Zoo learn to coax their
animals to cooperate while the veterinary staff delivers
vaccines, takes lab samples or conducts examinations.

...training sessions build a level of
trust between keepers and beasts...

were removed. But, his eyes were too damaged to accept
the implants. Even so, with his cataracts gone, C’sar,
though a bit farsighted, can see well enough to travel
safely around his exhibit.
This level of quality medical care comes with a cost.
The annual tally for medications alone reaches $72,000.
Another $30,000 covers lab fees. C’sar’s two cataract
surgeries ran up a $13,500 bill.
Zoo staff has medical needs, too. Along with some of
the animals, some staff must be tested for tuberculosis
and be given preventive rabies vaccinations—to the tune
of $33,000 a year. The Zoo’s venomous snakes pose
enough danger to make stocking anti-venom a must, too,
just in case. That anti-venom, with its two-year shelf-life,
runs to about $15,000 annually.
The Zoo’s veterinary staff dedicates some of its time
and resources to the future, too, by partnering with the
state veterinary school to manage one of the best, if not
The Best, professional residency in zoological medicine.
The three-year residency, which accepts one licensed veterinarian each year, trains him or her to provide medical
care to captive and free-ranging wild animals. While the
residents train, they work at the Zoo’s medical center and
other teaching facilities. The Zoo and the Veterinary
School, which both benefit from the residents’ services,
divide up the salary costs of the three residents—about
$90,000 a year.

TREATING THE VETERINARIANS
Zoo veterinarians and veterinary technicians have to keep
learning, too. Unlike medical doctors, who focus on a
single species, zoo veterinary staffs have to master
nuances relevant to the physical, nutritional and behavioral
needs of hundreds of species from dozens of different
families. Because one species’ food can, literally, turn into
another species’ poison, good zoo veterinarians require
years of specialized training and experience—and their
training never stops.
Even with the best of training, though, zoo veterinarians
sometimes have to go outside their specialty to find a
veterinarian or physician with another set of skills. That
happened last year when C’sar, the Zoo’s beloved African
Elephant, was virtually blinded by cataracts.
Our veterinarians first noticed the cataracts in 2010,
during a regular physical exam. As the cataracts grew,
C’sar found it difficult to navigate his 7-acre exhibit safely.
To protect him, staff decided to keep him in the barn and
the adjacent paddocks.
C’sar balked at his confinement. He lost weight and
became depressed. So, staff called in specialists to
remove the cataracts. Two surgeries were scheduled,
several months apart, with a team from the N.C. State
University College of Veterinary Medicine. Dr. Richard
McMullen led the group. Originally, the team hoped to
implant artificial lenses in C’sar’s eyes after the cataracts
|
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SERVING THE PUBLIC
Exotics are not the only animals that need shelter, food
and comfort at the Zoo. People need pampering, too.
Visitors want restaurants, clean bathrooms, water fountains, rain shelters and parking places. Visitors expect
trams and buses to iron out the hills inside the Park and to
conquer the distance between the parking lots.
Visitors look for park rangers to soothe bee stings and
lost children and rely on maps and wayfaring signs to point

... the truth is that private

individuals, people just like you,
generously gave these millions
to the Zoo...
the way to exhibits, exits, food and restrooms. Visitors
crave benches to sit on, ice cream to snack on, and keepers, volunteers and rangers to question about the animals
and the plants. All these services depend on well-trained
employees and volunteers who show up, rain or shine, to
smile and to welcome, to guide and to help.
This mix of frontline employees includes bus and tram
drivers, emergency medical technicians, housekeepers,
horticulture technicians, admission staff, gift shop employees, a volunteer coordinator, educators and park rangers.
Behind the scenes, more people are involved in looking
after the Zoo’s visitors needs. Maintenance staff keeps the
buses running. Artists design the maps and the signs.
Marketing staff plans special events and produces news
releases and the ZooFileZ to attract visitors to the Park.

THAT’S JUST FOR STARTERS!
Running a good zoo requires more than just exhibiting and
caring for wildlife. There is planning for new animals,
exhibits and programs. There is coordinating with governments, construction crews, wildlife specialists, service
providers and suppliers to keep visitors, animals, local
water systems and the surrounding community safe. There
is the need to dispose of tons of animal waste.
There is the work to pay bills on time and in full. The
Zoo’s annual budget rolls in at close to $20 million. Zoo
receipts from admission and food sales cover about 40
percent of that total. The State of North Carolina drops in
about $10.5 million more—a total that amounts to about
one dollar a year from each of the state’s residents. In
addition, every year, the NC Zoological Society passes
along several million dollars to support the Zoo’s operational and capital needs.
The Zoo Society’s contributions vary from year to year,
reaching their highest when the Zoo builds or improves a
major exhibit. During the last several decades, the Zoo
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Society has shouldered 70 percent or more of the cost of
most major construction projects, turning over $7.5 million
to upgrade the elephant and rhinoceros exhibits and,
currently, supplying $3 million for upgrades to the Polar
Bear exhibit.
While we say “the Society” provides these millions to the
Zoo, the truth is that private individuals, people just like you,
generously gave these millions to the Zoo. Some people
gave only a few dollars by becoming Society members.
Other people gave more by making an annual gift or
upgrading their membership level or writing a check to
support a program. Still others gave by serving on foundation boards that extended grants to the Zoo Society or by
persuading their employers to join as Corporate Members.

In aggregate, these people—you—shored up the Zoo’s
coffers with millions of dollars to defray operating expenses;
integrate public art into the Zoo; protect wild elephants,
gorillas, chimpanzees and other animals in their native
habitats; send keepers out to teach children about wildlife
and wilderness; bring new animals into the Zoo; operate a
wildlife rehabilitation center; fund the Zoo’s zoological residency program; continue to build and improve Zoo exhibits
so that Zoo visitors and Zoo Society members can continue to participate in the fun, the learning and the
enchantment that comes with a visit to the Zoo.
IN THE END, running the Zoo well, and assuring its future,
depends as much on you, our donors, as it does on the
Zoo’s staff and volunteers. You underwrite the Zoo and its
programs by paying taxes, paying admission fees, buying
memberships or making donations. Your support makes
the Zoo possible. You made it what it is—and ultimately,
donors like you will determine what it does, where it goes
and what it will become.
So, it turns out, you do know a lot about running a zoo!
Keep up the good work, you have done a great job so far!
JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D., EDITOR

A Tip of The hAT:

The Randolph Friends of the Zoo

Since 1983,

a special group
of local volunteers, the Randolph
Friends of the Zoo, has been busy
working behind the scenes to make
major improvements and additions to
the North Carolina Zoo.
The Randolph Friends of the Zoo
are the volunteers who plan and help
manage Zoo To Do, the fabulous
annual fundraiser that the Zoo
Society holds every September. This
enchanted evening event began in
1983, when the Friends group helped
the Zoo Society raise over $9,000 for
the Zoo. Every year since then, the
Friends and the Zoo Society have set
higher and higher standards and
fundraising goals for Zoo To Do.
With the help of Randolph
Telephone, which has been the
annual Signature Sponsor for Zoo To
Do for 14 years, and with generous

donations from North Carolina’s talented potters and other artisans, as
well as our loyal corporate donors,
Zoo To Do has raised more than $3
million over the years. These funds
have provided much-needed unrestricted support to the Zoo for its
general operations and have supported the Zoo’s capital developments needs. Money raised through
Zoo To Do also positioned the
Randolph Friends of the Zoo as the

Signature Sponsor of the Watani
Grasslands exhibit and made the
group a significant contributor to the
Polar Bear exhibit upgrades and renovations. The Randolph Friends have
also pledged to support an ongoing
capital campaign to build an outdoor
Ocelot exhibit and a Storage Facility
for the Zoo’s Service Support staff.
The Randolph Friends of the Zoo
also manages a small foundation,
established in 2000, that provides
small grants to Zoo and Zoo Society
employees to support research and
program development at the Zoo.
Grants also help them cover the cost
of training and travel related to
staff’s professional development.
The Zoo and Zoo Society are
deeply grateful to the Randolph
Friends of the Zoo for their contributions to the Zoo and its employees.
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LEAVE A

LEGACY

“All the Rest”
Many years ago, Dorothy Knox Sudderth of Lenoir,
NC, told us that she had included the Zoo Society in
her will.
We knew that her home was included in this
bequest. We now know, from the Court and her
executor, that she has left our Zoo much more than
the house.
After leaving personal items to her niece and
smaller cash sums to two group homes for children,
two churches and a hospice care center, Mrs. Knox
directed “All the rest and remainder of my estate…
to The North Carolina Zoological Society, Inc.,
Asheboro, North Carolina.”
Her wonderful plans will accomplish much for our
Zoo, and for the birds and plants that she and her
niece so valued here.

ZOO happenings

Opens doors to behind-the-scene
Zoo tours & wildlife conservation!
Go Backstage with US. We have the key that gives you access
to the keepers and all that happens behind the scenes.
To sign up online, click on EVENTS at nczoo.com, or call us
during regular business hours (336-879-7250).
Revenues earned from these programs support the Zoo’s field
conservation efforts. Join us as a way to have fun and do good at
the same time!

UPCOMING BACKSTAGE PROGRAMS
JUNE
DATE

TIME

EVENT

1

1:30 pm

Meet & Feed the Puffins

Member Cost

$75

8

8:15 am

Private, Pre-hours Aviary Tour

$65

8

10:30 am

Extreme Rhino Safari

$89

15

1:30 pm

Cougars & Alligators—WOW!

$79

15

3 pm

Backstage with the King of Beasts

$100

22

1:30 am

Streamside Snake Tour

$79

22

7 pm

Wolf Howl

$50

13

1:15 pm

Seal School

$65

20

1:30 pm

Meet & Feed the Otters

20

2:30 pm

Elephant Barn Tour

$105

27

1:30 pm

Meet the Grizzly

$75

27

5:30 pm

Meet & Feed the Giraffes

$79

J U LY
NORTH CAROLINA ZOO EVENTS are for everyone
and, unless otherwise noted, are free with admission. For
more information, call 1.800.488.0444.

/ Sorry, Sold Out

AUGUST

JUNE
8 World Oceans Day : Join this growing
global celebration and discover ways to
protect the oceans for the future
15 The Bear Necessities :
Meet the bear keepers, and
bring your favorite plush
animal for a Zoo check up
with the veterinary staff.

1:15 pm

Meet & Feed the Gorillas

$79

10

1:30 pm

Meet & Feed the Puffins

$75

10

3 pm

Backstage with the King of Beasts

$100

17

5:30 pm

Meet & Feed the Giraffes

$79

17

6:30 pm

Dinner & Twilight Tour of the Zoo

$95

SEPTEMBER
7

1:15 pm

Meet & Feed the Gorillas

$79

7

1:30 pm

Meet & Feed the Puffins

$75

7

6 pm

Zoo To Do!

[call for tickets]

Got questions? Call or send an email to jparker@nczoo.com.

ANSWERS TO KID’S PAGE:

14 & 15 Great Ape Day
Explore the lives of Gorillas
and Chimpanzees

a = calm; b = sad; c = playful;
d = a g g re s s i ve ; e = l i p - f l i p ; f = f e a r f u l

SEPTEMBER
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 JUNE 22, 7 P.M.: Join us for a Wolf Howl. Limited to 40 people. Tickets are
$50 for members, $60 for non-members.
 AUGUST 17, 6:30 – 8:30 P.M.: Pizza and a slice of the Zoo at night. Tour
Africa in the Twilight with the Zookeepers. We will dine on pizza by the African
plains, visit the African exhibits at night and, to top it all off, watch the lions get
a special feeding. Tickets are $95 for members; $105 for non-members.
Limited to 20 people.
Most of the ticket price for these and other Backstage passes is tax-deductible as a
donation to the NC Zoo Society.

Brandy Massey Honored as 2013 Volunteer of the Year
T
he Zoo held its annual volunteer
banquet in late spring to thank the
volunteers for the nearly 41,000 hours
of service they donated to the Zoo last
year. They gave these hours to make
the Zoo better for its visitors and for
its animals, as well.
The Zoo’s volunteers help visitors
find their way around the Park and
answer questions about exhibit plants
and animals. They also manage crowds
at the Giraffe Feeding Deck and give
their time to making special events—
like our Veterinary Camps, behind-thescenes tours and Zoo To Do run
smoothly. Volunteers also nurse and
rehabilitate injured and orphaned
animals at the Schindler Wildlife
Rehabilitation Center, stand in at the
gift shops and the list goes on and on.
A high point of this year’s banquet
honored Mrs. Brandy Massey as the
2013 Volunteer of the Year. Mrs.

Massey earned this recognition
because of her sheer determination to
serve the Zoo while she enriched and
deepened her relationship with her
three daughters.
The Masseys live nearly 60 miles
from the Zoo—in Zebulon. For four
years now, every other Friday during
the Zoo’s peak season, Mrs. Massey
has loaded one—then later two, and
finally three—daughters into the
family car to drive into Asheboro and
check into the Hampton Inn for a twonight stay.
The family makes the trip on Friday
night so that they will be fresh and
ready to spend all day Saturday volunteering out at the Zoo. Mostly, they
help manage crowds and visitors at the
Giraffe Feeding Deck, but they volunteer in other ways, too. And, despite
the heat and the crowds, they always
smile and answer questions and do

what they can to keep the Zoo’s guests
happy and oriented and learning. After
a full day of Zoo work, the family
crashes into their beds at the Hampton
to get a full night’s rest before heading
back to Zebulon.
When this tradition began four years
ago, no one at the Zoo thought that the
Masseys would keep up their vigil for
long. But, they proved everyone
wrong. Not only have they sustained
this tradition, they have come to regard
the weekends as sacred family time.
On these weekends they come together
to serve their community, to build a
shared history and to keep their lines
of communication open and strong.
The staff at the Zoo Society congratulates Mrs. Massey for becoming the
2013 Zoo Volunteer of the Year. And,
we thank her, her daughters and all the
other Zoo Volunteers for the wonderful
work they accomplish at the Zoo.
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Chimps can’ t form words

to express their feelings,
but they still find plenty of ways to speak their minds.
Chimpanzees, like people, draw on their faces, their hands
and their voices to let their emotions be known. Some of
these gestures and calls resemble the ones that people
worldwide use to express their emotions, but other sounds
and bodily expressions are unique to Chimpanzees.
Some Chimp communication signals are so similar to ours
that we can easily guess what they mean. Take hugs and
kisses, for example. Chimps, like people, use these gestures
to comfort or welcome their companions. And, like people,
too, Chimps may calm a friend or a youngster with friendly
pats on the back.
Chimpanzee buddies sometimes hold hands when they
walk. Sometimes, too, they tickle each other when they play.
When feeling aggressive, Chimps may stand upright and
swagger as they walk. Sometimes, they even shake their
fists or throw sticks and stones.
When feeling sad, Chimpanzees may whimper and seek
the comfort and company of their family and friends.
Now that you know how similar some Chimpanzees’
expressions are to yours, see if you can identify the emotions
the pictured Chimpanzees are expressing. Draw a line to the
word that you think best describes what each pictured
DANIEL BANKS, EDUCATION SPECIALIST
Chimpanzee is feeling.
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The NC Zoo Society is your
bridge to more than a Zoo visit.
We make you a partner in the
Zoo’s global efforts to support
• Animal well-being
• Conservation
• Education
• Field Work
• Research
And we welcome you into a
family that cares about nature.

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

APRIL–OCTOBER 2013

BIGGER, BOLDER — and BETTER than ever!
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